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 Abstract 

This paper describes development and usability evaluation of Korea's Hangeul font 

registration system. As the use of fonts increases, various fonts are produced. However, 

finding the fonts you want is not an easy task. Therefore, we have developed a system that 

can integrate existing fonts and search for desired fonts through the Korean font 

registration system. In addition, we evaluated the possibility and improvement plan of the 

system by evaluating whether the system can be actually useful to users. 
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1. Introduction 

Contrary to the past, when has been mainly used in printed matter, modern characters 

have a role of communication in various devices. It becomes necessary to transmit not 

only the contextual literacy but also the sensibility according to the design factors. These 

needs are being developed in various fonts. However, it is not easy to find a font that you 

need among many fonts. It is difficult to check all the fonts provided by each developer 

and find the fonts of non-specialists made for sharing cannot be easily found. At present, 

in order to find a desired font, various routes such as a search site and a font-related site, 

must be checked[1,2]. This effort also limits the ability of searching fonts. 

Finding suitable fonts for various situations and media is very important and is a 

problem that is necessary for modern people who live as prosumers. Consequently, we 

developed a hangeul font registration system that can convert all existing fonts into a DB 

and search them. 'Hangeul maeul'[3], is the first case of Korean font registration system, 

which enables not only experts' fonts but also the fonts of non-specialists to be registered 

and searched. In addition, it also provides an editor that simplifies the difficult and vast 

process of creating Korean fonts so that anyone can create and share fonts.  

Even though the hangeul font registration system is the most demanding system, if it is 

not usable, it will be ignored by users. Therefore, we test the usability of the developed 

hangeul font registration system for font registration and retrieval, and confirmed the 

future improvement in this paper. Usability test is not a one-off event, thus we will 

improve the system through repeated tests and improvements.  

 

2. Related Works 

In order to retrieve Korean fonts, it is necessary to have the shape and characteristics of 

fonts that users can easily distinguish. The Telecommunications Technology Association 
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of Korea standardizes the design-based classification for the Korean font registration 

system[4]. Compared to English or Japanese, which have international standards[5], 

Hangeul font classification has only recently been developed[6,7,8] and has been 

produced and used without any classification standard for different developers. The font 

classification standard of this standard is summarized by using the visual characteristics 

of the stroke and the writing instrument features used[9]. Table 1 is a visual classification 

table of Korean fonts. 

Table 1. Visual Classification Table of Korean Fonts 

large scale 
classification 

medium scale 
classification 

small scale 
classification 

Samples 

Printing 

Serif 

Monanburiche 
  

Dunggeunburiche 
  

Eungyongburiche 
  

San Serif 

Monanminburiche 
  

Dunggeunminburiche 
  

Eungyongminburiche 
  

Script 
 

Brush 

Jeongjache 
   

Heullimche 
  

Goseoche 
 

Pen 
Jeongjache 

  

Heullimche 
   

Other Scripts 
   

Inscriptional 

Wood Plate 
    

Other 
Inscriptional    

Ornament 

Graphic 
    

Pattern 
   

Modified  

Texture 
  

Others 
As the design area of Hangeul font is expanded, this is an area for fonts that 
do not belong to the existing design classification standard. 
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Visual classification standards were developed by Hangeul font development experts, 

international and domestic standard experts, and of publishing-related academic and 

industry experts. Moreover, since it is the first systematic classification of Hangeul font, it 

is expected to shorten the retrieval and registration time in terms of the user side and 

development provider side. The system of this paper also developed a registration system 

based on this classification.  

 

3. Hangeul font Registration System 

The ' Hangeul maeul ' system is the first case of Hangeul font registration system that 

aims to register and search all existing Hangeul fonts. Since the development (2016.5) and 

now (2017.1), 1,526 fonts have been registered and searched, it is expected to gradually 

expand in the future. 

 

   

 Figure 1. Hangeul maeul (http://www.koreafont.com)  

The registered fonts are displayed on the „Hangeul maeul‟ site, and provide font search 

result information to domestic/foreign companies, designers, and government agencies 

that require fonts. The registration process, which enables you to search by design, code 

specification, support format, copyright holder, license, purchase information, etc., allows 

to search the font quickly and conveniently according to the purpose of use. This can 

advance the Korean font industry by preventing copyright and licensing problems and 

allowing the user to purchase the desired Hangeul font. 

 

Figure 2. Use of 'Hangeul maeul' 

3.1. Registration Process 

„Hangeul maeul‟ allows font makers, font designers, general people and students to 

access the font registration site and allow them to apply for their own fonts. The submitted 

fonts can be registered and confirmed by checking the similarity of the registration system 
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and verification of commercialization. The similarity verification is protecting the 

copyright of the font design by preventing the registration of indiscriminate fonts and 

checking the similarity of the design. Furthermore, the registered fonts are directly 

retrieved and used as a database for similarity examination. Commercialization 

verification is checking the factors that may occur when applying the registered fonts to 

OS, editing software, devices, etc., in advance. If there is a modification, it is requested to 

modify the contents and re-register. 

 

Figure 3. Registration Process of 'Hangeul maeul'  

 In addition to the visual classification according to the Telecommunications 

Technology Association (TTA) standard, the classification of the intuitive user feeling 

about the font thickness are added. Moreover, through the font license selection and 

information input of specification, it is possible to search by considering the use purpose 

of the font and the necessary code set. Table 2 shows font property classification table 

required when registering. The registered fonts can be checked with the detailed 

information on the My Page menu, and the attributes can be modified. 

Table 2. Font Property Classification Table Required when Registering 

Font Property Classification Explanation 

design TTAK.KO-10.0906-Part2 (Refer to Table 1) 

Thickness 

Thin 
Classification of the most intuitive thicknesses the 

user feels. 
Normal 

Thick 

cost Pckage 
Refers to a paid font designed for use in general 

documents, web pages, brochures, catalogs, and 
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printed materials. 

Mobile 

Fonts that is sold for a fee in the mobile download 

service system. Fonts tailored to the mobile 

environment. 

public 

Open font, free of charge, without any restrictions. 

Fonts in this category are user-customizable, and 

are available for distribution and commercial use. 

Free 

Font that is used for non-commercial purposes or 

is distributed for free use by restricting the 

environment used by the font maker and the 

manufacturer. 

Spec. 

Hangeul 
Basic 2,350/ Extension 11,172/ Hangeul Syllables/ 

etc(Ancient language) 

Chinese character  
Basic 4,888/ CJK / Extension 7,500/ GB2312/ 

Big5 / S-Jis 

Alphabet  Basic Latin/ Latin -1/ Latin Extended_A 

Numbers & Digits  
 Circled Digits / Parenthesized Digits/ Roman 

numerals/ etc 

Symbols  
Punctuation/ Mathematical Symbols / Geometric 

Shapes / unit symbol / rule mark / fraction 

Foreign language Greek/ Latin / Ghana / Cyrillic 

Etc. Support characters can be entered directly. 

 

3.2. Search Process 

The search for fonts is based on the attributes entered during registration.  

Design classification, Usage classification, Thickness classification, Company (Author) 

classification, and Keyword search are provided. For the search result, the font name and 

the example text of the font are displayed to provide the user with a preview function.  

The order of search results is supported by name, order of view, and registration order. 
 

   

Figure 4. Example of Search and Registration Page on ‘Hangeul maeul’ 

 The design classification is inputted when registering the font requires from the small 

classification defined by the standard, but the search only supports the large classification. 

This will be supported for further inquiry, in fact, however, for non-experts it may be a 

meaningless classification without knowledge of the detailed classification. 

Furthermore, the feeling of the font can be felt differently depending on the letter to be 

expressed. Even if it is a preferred font, it may not fit well to the part that you are going to 

use. This problem is very important because the design field is really sensitive. Therefore, 

it is very useful to check and select the font impression for each phrase you use, and     

'Hangeul maeul' supports this. The 'Sentence writing' is a function for checking and 

selecting the font impression for each phrase you use, and an example of this is shown in 

Figure 5. 

http://endic.naver.com/search.nhn?query=character
http://terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=1088212&cid=40942&categoryId=31530
http://terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=1088212&cid=40942&categoryId=31530
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U25A0.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U25A0.pdf
http://endic.naver.com/search.nhn?query=rule
http://endic.naver.com/search.nhn?query=mark
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U0400.pdf
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Figure 5. Example of Font Preview by Sentence on ‘Hangeul maeul’ 

4. Usability Test 

 Although the system is highly needed, if usability is not good, it will be ignored by 

users. Usability test is not done at once, but is needed for iterative improvement. This 

chapter contains the design of how to evaluate the usability of „Hangeul maeul‟ and the 

analysis results for future improvement. 

 

4.1. Design User Evaluation  

In order to evaluate the usability, the user should select the main task to perform 

through the system and observe the user in performing each task[10,11,12]. Table 3 shows 

the task hierarchical structure for user evaluation. In Task 3, Task 4, and Task 5, the user is 

asked to select the font of the preferred style and then the search function is used to find a 

satisfactory font. In Task 6, the image of the specific font is displayed first, and performs 

to find the name of the font through attribute classification.  

The task hierarchical structure can grasp the top and bottom task list for each task at a 

glance, but it has a disadvantage that it is difficult to grasp the movement line in which the 

user practically performs tasks. Therefore, a work flow task diagram was constructed in 

order to recognize the optimal movement of the user in using „Hangeul maeul‟ system, 

and it was tested by comparing with the execution process of the participants. 

Experiments for usability test were classified into two groups according to the experience 

of font design: general users and font designers. 

Table 3. Task Hierarchical Structure 

Task Class  Task Name Task Descriptions 

Registering 

fonts 

[Task 1 ] Registering fonts Joining 'Hangeul maeul'. 

Uploading font files. 

Specifying font properties. 

[Task 2] Modifying font 

registration information 

Checking registered fonts. 

Modifying font properties. 

Checking font property modification. 

Searching 

fonts 

[Task 3] Searching fonts by 

using font attributes 

Specifying search attributes. 

Checking font details. 

[Task 4] Searching fonts with 

high view rank 

Searching by order of sorted views. 

Checking font details. 
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[Task 5] Searching optimal 

fonts by sentence 

Applying the input of the sentence to use. 

Checking font details. 

[Task 6] Searching optimal 

fonts by sentence 

Understanding attributes of the fonts presented. 

Specifying search attributes. 

Checking font details. 

 
 

Table 4 shows the results of the group satisfaction survey conducted on the subjects after 

the usability test and was evaluated on a 5 points scale. 

Table 4. Survey Contents Related to User Satisfaction of Each Group 

Survey 
number for 

font 
designers  

Survey 
number for 

general 
users 

Survey Contents 

1 1 Was it easy to accomplish the task as a whole? 

2 
 

In terms of font designers, do you think ' Hangeul maeul ' system is 

useful for using of Korean fonts? 

 
2 

Do you think ' Hangeul maeul ' system is useful to use Hangeul 

font? 

3 3 Was the name and placement of menus or buttons easy to use? 

4 
4 

Do you think the site and system are well reflected which related to 

your prediction before clicking a menu or button? 

5 5 Are step-by-step instructions adequately provided? 

6 
6 

Was it useful to search for a specific font (recognizing the shape of 

the font)? 

7 7 Was it useful to search for the font you wanted? 

 

With the conduction of user satisfaction survey, survey on error severity was also made. 

The error items consisted of representative errors that were either derived from the pilot 

test or considered likely to be derived. 

Table 5 is a survey to test the error severity. 5 points scale. 

Table 5. Survey for Testing the Severity of the Error 

 Error related survey Error Attributes 

1 Difficult to understand menu names and functions. Behavior-inducing 

2 System speed or error is triggered. Reaction of system 

3 Hard to find a function. Visual clarity 

4 Lack of description of font related terms. User convenience 

In addition to that at the time of interview, interviewers were recorded about the 

inconveniences pointed out by the subjects of evaluation. In accordance with the various 

inconveniences, we classified them into four error attributes (user convenience, visual 

clarity, behavioral induction, system response). 

 

4.2. Usability Test Analysis 

Figure 6 shows the success rate of participant task by group. Both groups participants 

were successfully accomplishing the task. The overall difference between general users 

and font designers seems to be due to the cognitive abilities of the font-related terms used 

in font classification. In particular, task 6, which looks at the font of the presented font 
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and finds the font name, shows a wider gap in understanding the visual classification 

terms as absolute. 

 

 

Figure 6. Success Rate per Task 

Figure 7 shows an analysis of the number of unnecessary processes checked (the 

number of times the observer checked the situation quantitatively in terms of clicks and 

scrolls) and the number of time-lag occurrences (checked by task and related behavior 

every 30 seconds). It is not a fatal error or a mistake to say that the task is not successful, 

but the indicator of usability is called performance noise which is meaningful.   

 

  

       
 

Figure 7. Amount of Noise Generated per Task 

General users' noise frequency of the task was also higher than font designers. In the 

case of 'Task 1', there was a case where noise occurred due to existence of the registration 

menu places at the bottom. In selecting the classification in the registration procedure, a 

question about whether it is mandatory. In addition, hesitation can be occurring. As shown 

in the task success rate, most of the noise generated in tasks 3 and 8 were attributed to the 

recognition of the font classification. Especially, in the case of Task 6, which looks at the 

shape of the font and determines the classification attribute, all of the participants 

succeeded but succeeded after a lot of trial and error. 
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Figure 8. User Satisfaction of the Testing Group 

Figure 8 shows the results of each group satisfaction survey. Though there were some 

problems that showed relatively low success rate and high noise generation rate, they 

were mostly shows high satisfaction of the system. Except for the unfamiliar font 

classification term problem, it was judged that there was no problem in registering and 

searching the font of the user, and evaluated utilization value highly.  

Figure 9 shows the error severity level for the error item. Even though people did not 

evaluate the error items as serious, more than half of the evaluation participants 

interviewed that improvement of font classification needed to improve the efficiency of 

search. 

          
 

Figure 9. Severity Level for Error Entries 

In the interview after the user evaluation, the complaints described by the evaluation 

participants were classified according to the four error attributes. The results are shown in 

Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Number of Inconveniences per Error Property  

The error attribute that generated the most inconveniences was user-friendliness. 

Despite the high task performance and satisfaction, the noise generated by the lack of 

ancillary explanation or high-cognitive intelligence interface design, in the user's use of 

the system. Therefore, if a term description for the font classification, a detailed search 

function addition, and a more improved interface are provided, it can be utilized as a more 

effective Korean font registration system in the future. 

 

5. Conclusion 

It can be seen by the Korean illiteracy rate, which is close to zero, and this rate 

definitely shows that Hangeul means of absolute communication for Koreans. 

Communication through Hangeul has recently been able to transmit richer expressions 

and emotions due to various font developments, and the Hangeul font industry has 

expanded accordingly. However, compared to the expanded Hangeul font industry, there 

is not enough effort to integrate and utilize information about Hangeul fonts. Making the 

existing fonts into a DB will play a very important role in the future development of the 

font industry, it will allow to make it easier to search for fonts, and it will also enable 

manufacturers and font designers to register and share their own fonts. 

Therefore, we developed ' Hangeul maeul ', the first case of Korean font registration 

system in Korea. The recent standard visual classification's standard, license, and 

specification information of Korean font are added, and creating DB about the detailed 

information about the font. Moreover, in order to protect the copyright of the original font 

design and indiscreet registration, similarity check and font commercialization 

verification were developed and added to the registration process to build a more effective 

registration system.' Hangeul maeul' provides registration of Korean font information and 

font information retrieval and confirmed its effectiveness through usability test. As a 

result of the usability test, supplementary description of visual classification system and 

more detailed retrieval of the Korean font classification system were required, but 

generally, high satisfaction and success rate of use were obtained. Improvements obtained 

from usability evaluation will be accommodated in the later development process and will 

be developed into a more effective Hangeul font registration system.  
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